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ATDML Dec 2020 Virtual Crop Class
By Ann Freeman
Graphic 45 Winter Wonderland

Kit Contents:
- Graphic 45 Winter Wonderland
papers
- 3 x cardstock
- Heidi Swapp Wood Veneer
pieces
The most traditional and festive
colours are in these Graphic 45
papers with lots of choices of
frames and elements to cut from
them for your next seasonal
project.
Layout 1 – Cheer
1. Take one of the off white cardstocks for your background.
2. Add a 3” deep by 12” piece of the detailed Holly paper to the bottom.
3. Then add a 12” strip from the Nordic Greetings paper on top of this.
4. Cut three four of the cards from the Nordic Greetings paper and add your
photo to one (I used one of the green frames)
5. Then trim the inside of the Happy Holidays card and mount in to top of one of
the other red frames with foam pads.
6. For the last frame gut the inside so when you add these three frames to the
page as shown the off white background will show through on which you
can add journaling.
7. Decorate around the frames with Holly cut from the Holly paper, a stamp
from the Yule Post paper, a house from Rustic Holiday paper and a label
from Nordic Greetings

8. Complete the page adding your journaling and a wooden title from the
Wood Veneer pack.

Layout 2 Joy to the World
1. Use the green side of the Winter Wonderland paper for your background and
ass a piece of 11 ½” square off white card on top.
2. Take the Rustic Holidays paper and cut out three of the smaller frames, then
remove the insides and mount your 3 photos behind them.
3. Arrange the three framed photos staggered on your background as
illustrated.
4. Add a wooden arrow below the far left photo and decorate around the
frame with poinsettias and holly from the papers.
5. Add a robin and poinsettia from the middle large card on the Rustic Holidays
paper to the top of the centre photo and some holly below.
6. Add a stamp, poinsettia and label to the bottom right corner of the far right
photo
7. From the Rustic Holidays paper cut out the word JOY and “to the world” to
use for a title (I managed to lose my words once I had cut them out to drew
in the remainder of the title by hand!)
8. Complete the page adding a wooden ornament on a piece of thin pattern
paper from your far right photo.
There are plenty of papers and elements left for additional pages and we
would love to see you share these with us on our Facebook group.
I hope you have enjoyed taking this class, For further ideas, products and
information please visit
www.atripdownmemorylane.co.uk
http://createdbyatdml.blogspot.com
Search ATDML # Create of Facebook

